
























Visualizing of Intangible Assets and Maximizing Value through Licensing Contracts
～ Digital Information, Know-how, Patent etc., involving in Lifecycle Management of Strategy～
矢　作　嘉　章*
YAHAGI Yoshiaki
　Visualizing technique and Licensing Contract are mentioned in this paper to maximize the value of intangible 
Asssets that are categolized as Digital Information,Know-how, Intellectual Property rights such as Patent.
　In terms of maximizing the value, the lifecycle management of implementing the strategy of Intangible assets is focused 
to not only review the method and the technique of visualizing of patents, that have been explored and utilized by the 
author, but also to correlate with the suitable licensing contracts. 
　Here Lifecycle is classified into three periods of stage:
１．Early stage     Establishing Core business unit and Defining strategy bringing forth accomplishing contaracts
２．Growing stage   Implementing strategy of utilizing Intellectual Property and Reviewing of them 
３．Matured stage   Expiring contracts and Establising new Core business unit
キーワード：無形資産，見える化，ライセンス契約，戦略，ライフサイクルマネジマント














































































































































　戦略の実践の手法として，PDCA（plan, do, check, 





























図７（１）PDCA（plan, do, check, action），OODA（observe, 




“The future will always be uncharted but it is made by 
those active enough to explore it, with the stamina and 
imagination not to give up on themselves or each other. 
We have no need to be slave and we have no right to 
enslave future generation. It doesn`t matter where we 
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チャンドラー氏（Alfred D. Chandler, Jr.）の，
“Strategy can be defined as the determination of the 
basic long-term goals and objectives of an enterprise, 
and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation 
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